The Quiet Revolution
The Introvert's Route To Success

This will be just a short report where I explain how being an introvert myself threatened to impact on my Online success because of the external pressures put on us by the industry to “conform” to the 'Rah-Rah-Rah' mentality, so that those of us who are Introverts feel instantly put off because in our wildest dreams – we could never “conform” to that behaviour or way of thinking.

That's not to say that there is anything wrong with that approach, as clearly it's very successful and I have the utmost respect for those who are gaining 'Rock Star' status in their lives because of it, (only wish I could be like them) but by ostracising 'we introverts' they are excluding a vast section of willing, competent and enthusiastic individuals without realising it, because there 'is' another way.

I'm sure you've seen Online Business training video's, manuals, presentations where they focus on 'You' contacting everyone you know (and even some you don't know) to 'like' your Facebook post/page, share a Twitter post, an Instagram post, your LinkedIn profile etc; etc; etc - where you can promote the products - and above all - the marketing concept / business opportunity. Again, nothing wrong there, but really?

Could we introverts hold meetings or webinars for groups of people so that we could pronounce to the world that we have what it takes to be super-successful financially and personally? - It goes completely against the grain as I'm sure you'll agree.

So why am I bothering to write this report?

It's because I Know for a FACT! - That Online Marketing is The fairest and most successful marketing module this planet will ever see, and it's open to absolutely 'anyone' to get in and make a financial killing while helping numerous others achieve the same in their lives. Social media for example, with it's potential to send anything and everything Viral is proof of that.

All business models depend a great deal on 'Word-Of-Mouth' advertising which is at the very heart of Online Marketing, yet most business owners decry the Online Model as - Cheap Promotion - A Scam - Or a waste of time - to name but a few of the derogatory terms aimed our way (All wrong of course :-) without realising that they are using the very system to sell/promote their products/services but without
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rewarding financially the 'very people' who are out there promoting their business 'For Free!'

With their pens, carrier bags, labelled goods etc, they are using the very 'same' promotional tactics (albeit more limited), and that's without the personal verbal 'goodwill' factor.

It's because of those public perceptions of the Online Marketing/Affiliate Marketing industry that we introverts find it extremely difficult to put our point over to people we don't know, or friends/family who we trust but wouldn't like to lose their respect for us.

Those who are extrovert just go on to the next one with a smile on their face without considering the same criteria the we introverts would.

Again, nothing wrong with that, it's just that we're so different, there is no right or wrong, just 'awkward' as far as we're concerned :-)

**So .... What's to be done about it?**

Firstly, we need to have a 'business service' or 'product' to promote. It needs to be a service or product that We 'Would' or 'Do' use personally.

It needs to be a product or service that has to be used or re-ordered regularly.

It has to be of a high standard and high quality with a no-obligation refund policy.

It should be available to most developed countries in the world so that Introverts may benefit from a much larger available pool of like-minded individuals.

If you're reading this then you're possibly introverted yourself and appreciate the fact that we can go online these days to order almost anything without having to deal with pushy salespeople or overwhelming queues or crowds. But did you realise that almost every time you order something online, someone, somewhere is more than likely receiving a Financial reward/Affiliate commission as a result of your purchase?

Furthermore, that it's probably just the 'one person' getting that commission?

Amazon, Ebay, Google and most of the major internet presences offer these affiliate programmes where anyone can apply to be an affiliate and start earning those 'fairly low' commissions immediately. Affiliates are only expected to send potential customers to the sales-pages, and if those customers go on to buy, the affiliate gets rewarded. A great system, it's a 'proven' way to generate sales to the masses and a lot of people are making some good money as a result.

I do affiliate marketing myself and it's an enjoyable – anonymous way to make some
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extra cash.

Now – What if, instead of trying to promote products and services anonymously, we target people who are not only the 'Rock Stars' who live the Go-Getter lifestyle, but we also target those who are just like ourselves – 'introverts' - and offer them a way to build a valuable, potentially high earning Online Business without the need for joining the 'Rah-Rah Club' or the 'Home Party' Route to success?

I'm positive that the idea would be welcomed by most, as I know that I have been personally put off of the idea of joining various affiliate programmes simply by the insistence that everyone follows the pre-set path laid out in stone for the success of all – which clearly wouldn't work for Me - and I suspect – You too.

I'm sure you'll agree that most introverts are very studious, intelligent individuals that can recognise a good opportunity along with the rest of society. That's right, we're no different in that respect, we just don't have the social skills to go out there and Bang That Drum.

So ... Are you ready to involve yourself in 'The Quiet Revolution' Where you'll start to make recurring monthly commissions that will grow exponentially into a very good residual income that will arrive regularly in your Bank Account whether you do anything that month or not? .... ( No, it's not Nirvana but it's very near to it :-)

At this point I'd like to say that many affiliate programmes now offer to all of their Associates a 'Cloned' website that takes orders and opportunity queries from visitors and then credits them to 'us'. This means that we can stay fairly anonymous and only have to work at driving 'traffic' – ie; – Visitors/Customer/Business Opportunity-seekers from the comfort of our own homes or wherever else in the world we might find ourselves.

The cloned websites will accept orders on our behalf and credit us and our up-lines with the appropriate due commissions. They also help build our down-lines as we are given the contact details of these customers and potential 'business opportunity seekers' that have shown an interest in the Company Business Plan. Remembering of course that any 'customer' who may only have been interested in purchasing product at their first visit may well be open to the idea that if they continue to use the product or service regularly, they might just as well be earning an income as their reward.

So ... How Do We Get Visitors To Our Websites?

We can utilise 'paid traffic' if we're feeling flush with money, but for most, we'll be looking at the Free! ways of driving traffic to our dedicated 'cloned' websites. These do of course include using social media 'free accounts' like Twitter, Facebook,
Google+, Instagram, LinkedIn, Pinterest – to name just a few. But of course, there are many more ways to promote your website such as Free Blogging, Commenting on Blogs, Article writing, Forum participation, and many-many more that you'll find out about when you decide to join 'The Quiet Revolution'.

So ... Are you joining 'The Quiet Revolution'?  

Did you visit the introduction page?  

If not you can check it out - [Here!](#)

This Is A 'Gift-Horse' Staring At 'You' Right Now

*Please Don't Look It In The Mouth*  

Click That Horse
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